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JMU's scientific approach to
intelligence analysis produces
career-ready graduates
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Could you manage too much of a good thing? Timothy Walton, JMU professor of intelligence analysis,
says that is exactly the challenge that today's budding intelligence professionals will face in qieir careers:
"The old problem was not enough data; today it's too much and of an extremely mixed quafiry."
Walton would know. Before beginning his second career as a professor, Walton spent mo,re than 24
years at the Central Intelligence Agency in various roles. His years as a CIA analyst put him 1at a pulse
point of history. During the 1992-95 Bosnian War, intelligence developed by Walton and his colleagues
was instrumental in the policy decisions made by President Clinton's administration during the armed
conflict. The war in Bosnia was the worst in Europe since World War II. Walton and his colleagues'
handiwork has garnered recent notoriery with the CIA's release of more than 300 newly declassified
documents on intelligence and presia'ential policymaking. Walton's-responsibilities during the conflict
gave him firsthand experience with the daunting burden of information overload. "During the Balkan
crisis, we sometimes received 3,000 communications a day for analysis," he says.
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Ethnic Cleansing in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Dynamited Mu slim Houses Near Cerska

(Left): CIA veteran Timothy Walton, was
the moving force behind JMU's "War to
Peace" conference. Walton worked as an
• intelligence adviser to the Secretary of
Defense during the implementation of the
Dayton Peace Accords. Conference keynote speaker Jan Loda!, principal deputy
under secretary of defense for policy during the Clinton administration, says, "When
we asked the CIA to send over one or two
of their very best people to help us ... and
make sure that we had the very best intelligence, Tim was the one they proposed ."

JMU's scientific approach to
intelligence analysis
Walton's CIA career gave him unique
insight on what makes graduates desirable
to intelligence recruiters - knowledge that
helps him build intelligence professionals
who will be in demand. He is enthusiastic
about the approach of Madison's undergraduate program. "JMU's
program is in the science
faculty. At most other universities it's connected with
history, international relations or political science," he
says. "We rake the scientific
method seriously. Systematic
problem solving is our niche
- teaching people how to
better cope with problems."
The seasoned professional
is realistic about the obstacles
intelligence analysts face on a daily basis.
'Tm reluctant to talk about problem solving, " Walton admits. "Most problems we
work with - such as chemical weapons
-you don't get to solve. But you can
cope with the problem, reduce it."
At JMU, developing critical thinking and
reasoning skills is emphasized. "We reach
students how to find the real problem,
examine multiple explanations, and help to
determine the best way to go," he says.
There is an added bonus to this approach.
Knowing how to apply analytics to problem
management is a skill equally prized in law
enfo rcement, business arenas and national
security intelligence. In short, there's a

(Left): President Bill Clinton
holds an impromptu meeting on Aug. 21, 1995, with the
negotiating team following a
ceremony at Fort Myer, Va.,
honoring three U.S. negotiators who died while traveling
to Sarajevo. (Above): An
August 1993 aerial view shows
the ethnic cleansing in Bosnia
and Herzegovina via bombed
and destroyed homes.

wealth of opportunities for graduates.
Walton introduces students to the intelligence business, teaching JMU' s core
course on national security intelligence to
sophomores. He is quick to dispel their
illusions. 'TV is not an accurate predictor
of real life in intelligence analysis," he says,
"and this course provides a realistic view.
Ir's my favorite. I lived it; I know it; and
people need to get beyond the James Bond
fantasy." Walton says that good analysts
are primarily thinkers, comfortable with
navigating bureaucracy, and adept at collaboration with professionals scattered
across various governmental agencies.
"If yours is the issue of the day, your

We take the scientific method seriously.
Systematic problem solving _is our niche
- teaching people how to better cope
with problems. - TIMOTHY WALTON
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analysis can end up on the president's
desk in a daily brief. It will inform highranking officials including the secretary of
state and the secretary of defense," he says.
"During my rime at the CIA, analysts were
admonished to be the smartest person in
the room - that's a very high bar."

Challenges and benefits
Today's graduates will enter an intelligence
field facing an unprecedented volume
of information and high-risk scenarios.
Nonetheless, Walton is confident that with
the right educational grounding today's
budding analysts can prosper. "Intelligence
people no longer have a monopoly on the
data," he says, "but they have the strong
ability to make sense, to make good judgments on the data." Walton offers a final,
compelling recommendation for taking
up the challenge of national security intelligence analysis. "Getting up every morning and going after the bad guys - what
could be better than that?" fl!
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